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HnKime,_um B .11. 
PeBepCHBHllil apucpMeTHKa - CJIO)KeHHe, Bl,IqHTaHHe, -
. )'MHC>:lkenue u ,nene1rne 

• I ' • " ' > ' " • ' 

J13BecTHO, 1lTO CTaH,D;apma.sr onepall,IDI ,nen:emrn ooecnetJHBaer HaHOOJiee oomee 
npe,ncTaBJieHHe QeJiblX queen, n = q * d + r. 3a cqeT cym:ecTBettimro H3MeHeHHSI 
anropHTMa ,neneHHSI aBTOPY y,nanocb pa3pa6oTaTb HOBb!H peBepcHBllbIH anropHTM 
HHµYD;HpOBaHHOro ,l{eJieH,HSI (ID), peanHJyeMbIH. B BH,[(e 60Jib_llIOro qucna pa3Hb!X 
Bepcuii: II 06na,na10uiuii Heo6bitIHbIMH cBoii:cTBru.rn: '. Bepcu» .zieicpeMeHTHOro ID 
n 0b 'l;:}qb(n) ,naeT, HanpHMep, )J.11.H n = 23 u b = 2 HHJzyUHpOBaHHOe qacnrne 

(c ~ = 0) 23 02 I;:} 7 BMeCTO CTaH,napTHOI'O 23:2 ~ 1J (c r = 1). lloCJie,l{OBaTeJibHOe 
npHMeHeHHe aKcuoM.bI peBepcu~uocTtt o6ecnequimeT peBepcHBHbie onepauuu HH.l{y-
uupomiuirnro )'MHO)KeHmi,. CJIO)KeHH.H. H BI,IqHTaHmi,. qTQ IlO3BOJI.HeT C<pOpMHpOBaTb 
6aJHC HOBOH peBepCHBHOH apH<pMeTHKH. . . 

Pa6oTa Bb!IlOJIHeHa B Jla6opa;opu~ BbICOKHX sneprnn OH5IH. 
r ' • ~, ' • 
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Iiyushchenko v.1: EIO-94-45O 
Reversible Arithmetic ~Addition,. Subtraction, 
Multiplication and Division . · . . I 

•. .. The standard arithmetic operati<_>n of division is known to provide the most 
general representation of integer numbers, n = q * d + r. By a drastic change in the 
'division algorithm the auihor deduced and tested the novel reve;sible Induced 
Division (ID) algorithm allowing for many specific versions and possessing 
unco~on properties'. The dec~elJ!ented ID version n 0b ~qb(n)yfolds e.g. for 

n = 23 and b = 2 induced quotient (with -r.= 0) 23 02 I;:} 7 instead of the standard 
: 23:2 =. 11 (with r = .I). The consecutive use of the reversibility. axiom allows to 
deduc~ the reversible operations of in_duced multiplicatio~. ·addition and subtraction, 
thus ·forming the basis of ~he ·novel reversible. arithmetic. 

· The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies; JINR . 
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Die ganze Zahl schuf der liebe Gott, 
alles uebrige ist Menschenwerk. 
L.Kronecker ( 1823 - 1891 ) 
( The integer number was created by the beloved Lord, 
the rest is a man's work. - VII. ) 

1 Introduction 

The novel techniques developed for the general solution of unstable inverse prob
lems [1] are based on the mathematical axiom of reversibility between the left.
hand side, L, and the right-hand side, R, of any equivalence relation 

(1) 
The consistent implementation of this axiom (1), however seemingly quite 

trivial, results in robust solution techniques of Systems of Linear Algebraic 
Equations (SLAE) [2], robust Least SQuares (LSQ) techniques [3] etc. 

Here we describe, the first version of reversible arithmetic ha.'led on the above 
reversibility axiom. 

2 Standard Arithmetic 

The basic four arithmetic operations - addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division - are known to be classified into two main categories. These correspond 
to direct operations, i.e. addition and multiplication, and their inverse coun
terparts, subtraction and division, respectively. On the other hand, addition 
and subtraction can be called operations of the first order, while multiplication 
and division, those of the second order. The last classification reflects the fact 
that the arithmetic operations of the second order can be reduced, at least on 
computer, to the arithmetic operations of the first order [4]. · · 

The basic properties of addition and multiplication are as follows [5]. 

2.1 Addition 

1. a+ b is always a number or, in other words, the operation of addition is 
always, without any exceptions, executable ( as opposed to subtraction being 
not always executable in the domain of positive numbers ). 
2. The sum a + b is always defined in a unique way. 
3. There is valid an associative law: (a+ b) + c =a+ (b + c) =a+ b + c. 
4. There is valid a commutative law: a+ b = b + a 
5. There is valid a law of monotonicity: if b > c, then· a + b · > a + c. 

2.2 Multiplication 

1. a* bis always a number. 
2. The product a * b is always unique. 



:J. The associativity law: a* (b * c) =(a* b) * r =a* b * c. 
4. The commutativity law: a* b = b * a 

!i. The monotonicity law: if b > c, then a* b > a* c. 

2.3 Distributivity etc 

Finally, there is valid a combined distributivity law: a* (b + c) =a* b +a* c. 

It is also important for our subsequent analysis that. the stamlard arithmetic 
deals only with the numbers of a certain single type, e.g. integers,n. Positive 
integers are known to foni1 the natural scale 0, 1,2, ... N, with N-> =· 

Another important point concerns the most general representation of num
bers. One can easily see that it is provided by division: 

n=q*d+r (2) 

where q - a quotient, d - a divisor and r - a residue. If 1· = 0, q = l and d = n, 

then n is called a prime number, if r = 0, q =/:= l and d 'f:- n, then n is called a 
composite number [6]. 

Generally, with r = 0, the inverse (divisibility) problem cannot be soh-ed for 
a large scalar n composed of 100 and more digits even by means of the biggest 
modern supercomputers. This simple fact forms the basis of the second absolute 
cryptographic system, i.e. the so-called public-key ( RSA ) cryptography [7]. 

However, the operation of division was till now not used in information 
coding, data compression and other similar scientific and technological domains 
of interest. 

3 Reversible Aritlunetic 

The standard operation of division is essentially a single--step one - we divide a 
given dividend n by a given divisor d and obtain a quotient q and a. residue r, 
e.g. 23 = 1.1 *2 + 1 ( n = 23, q = 11, d = 2, r = l ) or 23 = 7*3 + 2 ( n = 23, 
q = 7, d = 3, r = 2 ). 

3.1 Examples of Induced Division (ID) 

Now we will drastically change the logic of division algorithm: 

23:2 -to made n = 23 dividable by d = .2 
let us subtract from 23 a unity (1) 

11 :2 -let us subtract from 11 a unity ( 1) 
5:2 - let us subtract from 5 a unity (I) 
2:2 - let us subtract from 2 a zero (0) 

so that the final partial quotient q = l. 
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We call this algorithm the Decremented Induced Division (DID) to be writ
ten down as 23 0 2 <==> 7 (where 0 is the ID sign), i.e. to result in an induced • 
DID quotient ( inquot ) qb(n) = (0111)2 = 7. 

Here d = b = 2 is called a dibasor so that n = 23 <==> 7 0 2 with r = 0 ( 
where 0 is the Induced Multiplication (IM) sign). 

In short, in the new arithmetic the operation of division becomes a multistep 
one to be specified by the final partial quotient q = 1 and the final residue r = 
0. As a net result, the inverse IM operation of can be completely described by 
the bit structure of the inquot, q2( n ). 

The Incremented Induced Division (IID) for the same n = 23 and d = b = 
2 looks like: 

23:2 -to made n = 23 dividable by d = 2 
let us add to 23 a unity (1) 

12:2 -let us add a zero (0) 
6:2 - let us add a zero (0) 
3:2 - let us add a unity (1) 
2:2 - let us add a zero (0) 

so that the final partial quotient q = l. 
Here again the induced quotient ( inquot) Qb(n) = (01001)2 = 9. 

Now let us consider once again the patterns of binary DID and 11D inquots 
by starting from below, i.e. the ciphers in the above r .h.s. parenthized columns. 
For the DID algorithm we obtain 

23 = 24 + (0111)2 = 16 + 7 

while for the 11D algorithm we obtain 

23 = 25 
- (01001)2 = 32 - 9 

3.2 Generalized formulations 

(3) 

(4) 

The above induced division algorithm allows such versions as InterMittent In
duced Division (IMID), Randomized Induced Division (RID) etc, thus produc
ing a series of cryptographic codes with the relevant cryptographic keys in the 
form of specific division patterns (inquots). In addition, each such algorithm 
can be iterated or recursed since input and output of the induced division hav~ 
identical numerical forms. · 

Furthermore, the above algorithms can be easily generalized. for any dibasor 
d = b. However, for b > 2 instead of BITs (Binary digiITs) we deal with DITs 
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( Decimal digITs) forming the explicit digital structure of inquots, e.g. q3(23) = 
i:i-3

3 = n-z = (112)3 = 14 (DID) or Q3 (23) = 33 -2:l = Z-n = (011)3 = 4 
(IlD). 

Tlw first scale limit, z, is called a lower zero, while the second scale limit, Z, 
is called an upper zero, with R = ( Z - ;; ) being an in quot range. Thus, instead of 
tlw singlP natural scale N = 0, 1, 2, ... used in the standard arithmetic, here we 

havp t hP quantized natural scale, N1, = N2 = 0, 1; 0, 1, 2, 3; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G, 7; ... 
de srwrifird hy many part.i;il zeroes. 

Tims, i11 tlw ff'V<·rsihlP arithmetic all numhns arc quit<' naturally subdivided 
i11to two fundanwnt<tl rlas,ws rorrPsponding to inquots and dihasors. 

4 Induced Addition and Subtraction 

4.1 Induced Subtraction (IS) 

Tl"' rt'V<•rsiblP oprrat io11 of division 

II 'b ¢=> 'lb(II) (ii) 

ca11 hP co11sid1·r<'d as a11 <'q11ivak11t of l IH· r<'V<-rsihl,, <>p!'rat io11 of s11ht ract io11 

wh<'rt' · , is th<· IS sig11. 

/, - I 
II· '--11 ¢=> 1/1,(11) 

b 

4.2 Induced Addition (IA) 

Th<' r<'Vf'rsibk 1.\1 operatio11 

1/1,(11) b<::=}11 

((i) 

(7) 

whne ;_:• is th,· 1.\1 sign, ca11 IH' lls!'d for ,kd11,i11g au c•xact for111 of n·\•T>-il,I,, 
addition. 

Hmv<'n'r, the reversih!P op1·ratio11 of additio11 can I"' 111or,· si111ply d,·,lirn·d 
from t hP relevant opt•ral ion of suht rart io11 as 

b-1 
1/b(II) •/• -b-11 ¢=> 11 (H) 

wherp d:1 is t IH' I,\ sig11. 

5 Conclusion 

Thus, the novel arithnwtic possessps the following main propt'rt.ies within tht' 
natural scale: 
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1. All integers are subdivided into two main ('lasses · inquots and dibm;ors. 
2. Reversible Induced Division allows a set of different. versions ( DID, 11D .. 

Il\UD etc ) to be formulated and specified by a common fpal.un• of q = I. wher<' 
q is a final partial quotient. 

As a net result, c1ll integers beconw composite within the n·vPrsihlP arith
metic - there is no primes at all. 

~- The "continuous" natural sc-ale with thP singl.- zero point is changed for 
a quantized natural scale with nmlt.iplP ZPrcws. 

1. As opposPd to the standard arithnwtir opPrat.ions of addition and 111111-
1 ipliratio11, their rev<'rsiblf' rountnpart.s do 1101 poss<'ss s11d1 propNt it's as ro111-
11111tativity, associativity dc 

!i. Tht• rPversible arithmdic ran IJP dfrrtivdy llst'd for information rnding, 
(!ata compression, rrypt.ographir applirntio11s. cakulatio11s hy u11·,111s of roruput
('rs d<·. 

G. The problt•m:-; to IJP solvt•d 11Pal with <·xt<'nsions oft h,· rt'Vf'rsible aritl111wt ic 
into ratio11al, irratio11al, fra11sC'<'11<li-ntal de 11u111eri<· do111ai11s as wdl as with 
algdiraie 1·xt.<•11sio11s of difff'rt•nt kind, <'.g. modular, poly1101nial <'fr. 

7. Tlw rc•vprsihility axio111 n·snlts 1101 ouly i11 a 11ovd arit hnwt ic hut also 
in t lw robust tPC'h11iq1l<'s for solving LSQ. SLA E a11d 111a11y olllf'r fu11dai11c11tal 
prohk111s of data pron·ssi 11g. 
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